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STR8-LIGN by QWERTY TYRE SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD
Qwerty Tyre Solutions is an international-award-winning company, specialising in the manufacture of
innovative wheel alignment technologies and equipment. We currently produce two internationally
acclaimed systems, namely;
- STR8-LIGN Passenger Wheel Alignment System
- STR8-LIGN Commercial and Trucking Wheel Alignment System
We currently claim to manufacture "the world's smallest, lightest, and most accurate passenger wheel
alignment system", which is a bold statement, yet we have yet to see a more all-inclusive and complete
wheel alignment solution catering to the mobile mechanic and tyre specialist! At 15Kg, STR8-LIGN is
transportable in a compact robust container, and is perfectly designed for a single user to effectively and
accurately measure and repair; independent front and rear toe, total toe, camber, caster, setback, thrust
angle and ride height variances.
STR8-LIGN has been successfully evaluated by several leading international automotive bodies and
associations, including but not limited to Automechanika and the Automobile Association. In numerous
independent "head to head" tests conducted by global industry leaders such as Bridgestone (The world
largest tyre manufacture) and pitted against most of the industry's leading equipment manufacturers,
STR8-LIGN has repeatedly proven its effectiveness in both speed and accuracy.
Today, STR8-LIGN is in operation globally by leading automotive brands such as Toyota Gazoo, Hyundai,
Dunlop, Wheel Change U and the Royal Automobile Company of Victoria, and they all enjoy additional
profits through saving valuable time and money and increasing their serviceability to their clients.
Our growing client base includes large automotive dealerships, independent workshops, mobile tyre fitment
centres, multi-national tyre fitment centres, suspension specialists, vehicle manufacturers and professional
race teams.
Quotes from industry leaders:
•
International Judges Panel Automechanika 2017: "Designed and manufactured in South Africa,
Qwerty Tyre Solutions' portable, easy-to-operate Str8-Lign wheel alignment system holds the
promise of delivering numerous, cost-effective benefits for both workshop and in-the-field
applications."
•
Hyundai Dealership CFO: "By not outsourcing our alignment and keeping services inhouse, we
have more control over our end goal and the technology has paid itself off within 2 months alone!"
•
Toyota Gazoo team driver & 4 times SA Rally Champion Guy Botterill: "We have finally cut up
our strings and now only use the Str8-Lign system for setting-up alignment before and during NRC
rally events, we now do in minutes what used to take hours."
•
Denver Branders Owner of Race Co: "works like a bomb, definitely gives me the edge being able
to change wheel alignment to suit different track and weather conditions, and we're now only using
Str8-Lign in my Race Co. workshop to help fellow racers achieve the best results."
•
Mobile Tyre Assist Town and Country Pty Ltd: Because it is so quick to set up it is allowing me
to finish the job quicker and as we know, time is money! Because it only takes 2 minutes to set up
versus 15 minutes we are now offering free WA diagnosis. STR8-LIGN is now a critical part of my
equipment, whereas, with the old machine in was more of an inconvenience!
At a fraction of the cost, with hundreds of systems deployed globally, STR8-LIGN has proven itself to be your
go-to solution for all your alignment needs!
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STR8-LIGN TARGET HEAD IN OPERATION - COMPLETE STR8-LIGN UNIT
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